
 

  

Bulls Active in Ulta Salon on Positive Beauty Read-Through 

Ticker/Price: ULTA ($344.20) 
 

Analysis: 

Ulta Salon (ULTA) the May $355 calls bought 1,450X today into weakness $4 to $4.40 range and volume 
now hitting 2,650 in the first hour while 500 of the $345 calls are also bought. ULTA shares are down 1.4% this 

morning despite a strong report at Estee Lauder (EL) that continues to show the strength in the Beauty market, 
and ULTA call volume running 125% average in just an hour, and previously 1,000 of the $355 calls bought and 

750 of the $375 calls. Shares have traded in a narrow range since the March jump on earnings and below 8 and 
20 day moving averages today, potential support $338 from April OpEx lower value area while the rising 50 
MA comes into play at $332. On a longer term view the March move broke above the 2017 high and started a 

new bull run, shares recently stalled right at a 138.2% Fibonacci extension with $370 and $382 the next two 
upside targets. The $20.3B beauty retailer trades 23.4X Earnings, 3X Sales and 31.85X FCF. ULTA expects 

double digit revenue growth to continue the next three years and 15-18% annual EPS growth, remaining an 
elite growth name in Retail. Analysts have an average target of $357 and short interest at 3.7% of the float has 
been trending lower, down 25% Q/Q. On 3-15 TAG raised its target to $375 after the quarter noting the 

acceleration in business, a sticky loyalty program, new-store growth, new products, and a strong balance sheet 
with cash generation. OpCo raised its target to $400 last week as a top pick. RW Baird raised its target to $395 

on 4/18 encouraged by recent brand launches and checks showing healthy traffic. Piper checks showed ULTA 
unseating Sephora for the first time. Hedge Fund ownership jumped 37% in Q4 filings, Hitchwood and 
Steadfast Capital exiting stakes while Suvretta started a new concentrated position and Wedgewood added to 

its large holding. 

Hawk Vision:  

 
Trading Strategy: ULTA is looking attractive on this dip, like to see it retake the $345.20 mark today and 
could see an upside push.   

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


